
Cumulative Review

Name

CHAPTERS 1-6
MATHPOWERM 10, Ontario Editian, pp. 1-397

e) 2t-3:!*+t
3x*Y-13:0

c) r-fo:+
0.5r- 0'75Y=4

Chapter 1 Linear SYstems

1. Communication How many solutions are pos-

sible vrhen a linear system has two equations with

the same slope but differenty-intercepts? Explain'

2. Solve each system by *y method. Check each

solution. If there is not exacdy one solution, does the

qystem have no solution or infinitely many solutions?

a) 2x*4:y
2x*I:y

c) 2a.-3b:13
5a * 4b: -2

b) t=-L{
47:3x-t6

d) 3y+ x:15
3Y:2x+3

0 v= -b*,
v:lx-8

h) -7x*Y=-3
2.lx-0'3Y=1.9

i) 3(r + l) - 5(y - 2) :22

2(x-3)+3(Y+1):3

.i) j,+!t=o
tr-tt=n

3. Problem Solving The total height of a building

and a flagpole on tbe roof is 49 m. The building is

6 times as high as the flagpole. How high is the

flagpole?

4. Problem Solving The hypotenuse of a right tri-
angle is 65 cm. One side is 10 cm shorter than twice

the other side' Find the lengths of the two sides'

5. Problem Solving Elspeth drives from her

country home to the city, a distance of 380 kn'
She drives part ofthe way on back roads, at an

average speed of 50 km/h, and part on highways,

,. rr, 
".,"i"g" 

speed of 100 km/h. The trip takes 5 h'

How far does she drive on each type of road?

Chapter 2 Analytic GeometrY

6. Find the midpoint, the length, and the slope of
the line segment with endpoints A(3, *7) and

B(-9, -5). Round answers, if necessary, to the

nearest tenth of a unit.

7. Communication AABC has vertices A(-2, 2),

B(5, -5), and C(5, 6).

a) How can you determine if it is scalene, isosceles,

or equilateral?

b) Find the perimeter of the triangle, to the nearest

tenth of a unit.

8. Application Acircle has centre P(3, 1) and a

radius of 10 units. Determine whether these poins

are on the circle, outside the circle, or inside the

circle.

a) A(11,6)

c) C(-4, -6)

b) B(-3, -7)

d) D(12, -4)

9. Write an equation for the circle with centre

(0, 0) and radius 9.

10. Determine the radius of a circle with cenue

(0, 0) and equation i + f = 169.

11. A quadrilateral has vertices P(-3, 2)' Q(5, 3)'

R(l, -4), and S(-7, -5). Veri!' each of the following'

a) PQRS is a parallelogram.

b) PQRS is a rhombus.

c) The diagonals of PQRS bisect each other and

are perpendicular.

12. Find the shortest distance from the origin to

tlre line 3x + 41 - 12 :0, to the nearest tenth'

13. Communication List the steps required to

find the circumcentre of any triangle, AABC'
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Chapter 3 PolYnomials

14. Expand and simPlifii.

a) 3x(2x - 3) + 2x(x + 4)

b) s(3y + 2) - 7(2Y - 3)

c) 2a(3a - 2b) - 3b(3a + b) - 5(a2 + 2b2)

15. Simplify.
, -4?td# b)

c) (-4a2b)(-7ab) d)

' 4s*3r r+4fe) --T- - -1-
16. Find each Product.

a) (r + 3)(, - 2) b)

c) (a-a)@-s) d)

e) (3 - 5t)(2 + 3t) 0

e) (r - 12)2 h)

il Gnr. + l)z t
17. Expand and simPtfi''

a) 3(2x - 5Xar + 1) - 2(x - 6)(2x - 3)

b) (3r - 2Y)2 - (r - !)(* + fl)

lB. Application
Determine the

volume of the

container. x * 2

19. Factor, if Possible.

21. Application Write three uinomials in the form

x2 + 6x * tr that can be factored'

22. Factor'

-2+x2p
-1On3p2

(2x-3)+(-r+17)

(y+7)Ot+2)

(2y+2)(y+2)

(-3nr-D@2+2b)

(r-2)(r+2)

(2g+ s)(zg- s)

4s-6t

Sab + 7cd

a2-a-72

k2+8k+7

a) 4xz - Zox + 24

c) 2b2 - t6b + 30

23. Factor.

a) kz-16

c) 25n2 - |

e) 125 - 5yz

b) syz - z1y - 00

d) 4'/n2 - 8rn l'4

b) 9-y2

d) 7p-28

f) 12a2 - 27b2

b) y :2x2

u) , = Lrr'

Chapter 4 Quadratic Functions

24. Determine whether each set of ordered pairs

represents a function.

a) (-1, -B), (0, -5), (1, -Z),(2,1), (3,4)]

b) (-2, -5), (- l,'2), (0, -1), (1, -2), (2' -5))

c) (-5, -2),(-2, -1)' (-1,0), (-2, 1), (-5' 2))

25. Communication Compare the graph of each

of these quadratic functions with that of y : ;7"

a) l: -i

c) y : -2x2

. 1r
e) y: -1r

26. Without sketching each parabola, state the

direction of the opening, the coordinates of the

vertex, the equation of the axis of symmetry' and

the maximum or minimum value'

' 1 r ' u) y:(x+3)2+2
^) 

y=-itc'tL

c) y:5(x-3)2-7 d) y: -la* 5)2-tt

27. Witean equation for the parabola that has vertex

(-r,t),op"rn op, and is congruent toy : 5 - #'

") l0y2 - l5y

c) 6*y + tltLYz + +l

20. Factor.

a) Jz+A^17

c\ bz-7b+10

b)

d)

b)

d)
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Chapter 4 [Continued]
28. Application The height of a golf ball after a

golfer hits it with an iron can be described approxi-

mately by the function h = -5P * Z}twherc h

metres is the height, t seconds after the ball is struck'

a) \Mhat is the maximum height of the ball?

b) How many seconds after impact is this height

reached?

c) How many seconds is the ball in the air?

29. Determine any intercepts' to the nearest tenth,

using a graphing calculator or graphing software'

a) y:x2++x+L b) y: -(x-i)2+S
c) y= (x+2)2-3 d) y:-(tr+4)2+8
30. Write each function in the formy : a(x - b)z

* *. Determine the coordinates of the vertex, the

equation of the axis of qrmmetry, and the coordi-

nates of two other points on the graph'

a) J:xz+4x+1 b) y:-*+6x-4
31. By completing the square, find the coordinates

of the vertex.

a) !=*-Bx+7 b) y:-3P- 18r+5

33. Use a graphing calculator to determine the

equation of the curve of best fit for each set of
ordered pairs.

a) (8, 101), (0, 3), (-3, 35)]

b) (4, -53), (1, -11), (-2, -35)l

34. Application Danieta can throw a ball upward

at 15 m./s, so that its height, i metres, is given

approximatelybythefunction h: -5P + tlt,
where r is the time in seconds.

a) How many seconds after she throws the ball

will it hit the ground?

b) Communication Can Danieta throw the ball

onto the roof of a building that is 11 m tall? Explain'

35. Problem Solving How can you use algebra

to find two numbers whose sum is 18 and whose

product is a maximum?

Chapter 5 Quadratic Equations

36, Communication How can you find the real

roots of the quadratic equation x2 - 5x * 6 = 0

by graphing?

37. Solve i - x: 6 bY graPhing.

38. Solve xz + 6x - 7 - 0 bYfactoring'

39. Solve x2 - !4x - 11 : 0 bycompletingthe
square,

40. Solve 5x2 + 7x - 9 : 0 byusing the quadratic

formula.

41. Solve by any method. Give exact answers'

a) 3az -10a*J:0 b) 4i*4x- 15:0

c) 12+ l4x*9:o d) 3x2-5x-7 :0

42. Solve. Round to the nearest hundredth'

a) 9x2- 14r * 3 : 0 b) 2(x2 - 5) : 3r

c\ y:j*+O*-tt d) -y:-5r*6x't2
32. Sketch the graph of each of the following qua-

dratic functions by writing tlle function in the form

y = ax(x - .t) + 1, finding two points on the graph

and the a-xis of symmetry' and deducing the coordi-

nates of the vertex.

a) l: Sxz - 2ox + 13

I-i--

b) y= -i-6x-B

q
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Chapter 5 [Continued]
43. Application Write a quadratic equation with
the given roots.

a) 0, -2

48, Solve each triangle. Round to t-he nearest tenth'

if necessary.

d) In AXY'Z , 8- : 90o, LY : 39o, and z : 2!'2 mm.

e) In $KL, LJ :74',k : 16'7 kn, and /: 19.0 kn'

49. Application Maurice lools out his window at a

building across the street. He measures the angle of
depression to the base of the building to be 32.7" , and

the angle of elevation to the top of the building to be

41.9'. Maurice knows the window is 13.9 m from the

ground. How tall is the building across the street?

50. Problem Solving A golfer is playing a suaight

hole that is 3 50 m long. His first shot is 2 10 m,

but is 12' off the direct line to the hole. How long

should his next shot be, to the nearest metre?

o) -1,,
44. Problem Solving The base of a triangle is 2 cm

less than narice the height. The area is 42 cmz '

Find the length of the base.

45. Problem Solving The hypotenuse of a right
triangle is 12 cm. One side is 2 cm longer than the

other. Find the lengths of the two other sides, to

the nearest hundredth.

Chapter 6 TrigonometrY

46. Communication
AABC - AAXY, and

the length of AC is
mrice the length of CY.

15.4

a) State the pairs ofcorresponding angles and

give their measures.

b) State the pairs of corresponding sides and

show how to calculate their lengths, to the nearest

centimetre.

c) Show how to calculate the ratio ofthe area of
AABC to the area of AAXY'

47. The pairs of triangles are similar. Find the

unknown values. Round to the nearest tenth,

if necessary.

a)R
l\ L--lllr-vr
l3o\ g--------7'u't\ L/.l \st<m d ./szunI \ t,/,l-, \. (

q

b)

7.7 cm
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Chapter 1

1. There are infinitely many solutions because the lines

are parallel and do not coincide.

2. a) nosolution b) (4, -1)

t (-'+)
g) infinitely many solutions

h) no solution i) (3' 0)

3.7m

4. 33 cm, 56 cm

5. 260 kn on highways, 120 lirn on back roads

Chapter 2

6. midpoint (-1, -6); length : 12.2 units; tlope : -f
7. a) Find the length ofeach side, using the length

formula: lengthAB =t/fi units, lengthBC : 1l units,

length CA : \/B units; scalene

b) 29.0 units

8. a) inside b) on c) inside d) outside

9. l+!2=81
10. 13

Il' a) slope of PQ and SR : *, slope of PS and QR = Z

b) all sides : \/65

c) midpoint is (- 1, - 1); slope of PR = -] and slope

of Sq - ], prodrr.t of slope is - I

12. 2.4

13. Find the slope ofAB and its negative reciprocal,

and the midpoint of AB. Then, write an equation for

the right bisector of AB.

Follow the same procedure to write an equation for

the right bisector of one of the other sides, say BC'

Solve tlle system of equations to find the intersection

point of AB and BC. That point is the circumcentre'

Chapter 3

L4. a) lxz - x

15. a) -+
d)r+14

b) y + 31 c) a2 - 1.3ab - l3b2

b) JZ d zSatbz' silp

, l3a + 26te, ---Jo-

16.a)*2*x-6
c) a2-9a+20

e) 6- t-15*

d *-24x+144
1\ 9m2+6m+l

L7. a) 2o* - 24x - 5L

18. ra - zx3 - gi

ls. a) 5y(2y - 3)

c\ 2y(3i + Sry + 2)

20. a) (y + 6Xy - 2)

c\ (b - s)(b - 2)

21.. a) Answers mayvary.

@+12:i+6r+9i
(r+5)(r+1)=x2+6x+5;
(r+9)(r-3)=t2+6x-27
22. a\ 4(s - 3)(x - 2)

c) 2(b - s)(b - 3)

23. al (k - 4XP + 4)

c) (5n - 1)(52 + l)

e) s(5 - yXs + Y)

Chapter 4

24. a) function b) function c) not a function

25. a) congruent toJ : I but opens dovT r

b) same vertex (0, 0) and opens up, but there is a vertical

stretch offactor 2 and the parabola narrows

c) congruent to y : ?x2 but oPens down

d) same vertex (0, 0) and opens up, but there is a vertical

shrink by a scale factor of I and the parabola widens

e) congruent ,"y: !# but opens down

e) (3,4)

c) (2, -3)

0 (6,0)

j) (8, -6)

b)J2+9y+14

d) 2y?+6y+4

0 -3a+ - 7a2b - 2b2

h) F-4
, +it-2s
b) 8r2 - 12ry + 20y2

b) 2(2s - 3t)

d) not possible

b) (a - 4)(a + 3)

d) (p + 7)(p + i)

b) 5(] - 6)(y + 2)

d) 4(?n - Dz

b) (3 -yX3 +y)

d) 7(r - 2)G + 2)

0 3(2a - 3b)(2a + 3b)

t,
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Chapter 4 [Continued]
26. a) down, (0, 1), r : 0, maximum

b) up, (-3, 2), x = -3, minimum 2

c) up, (3, -7), x = l, minimum -7

d) down, (-5, -11), x = -5, maximum -11

27.y=(r+2)2+3

28.a)20m b)2s c)4s

29. a) y-intercept 1; r-intercepts: -0.3, -3.7

b) y-intercept: -4; r-intercepts: 0.8, 5.2

c) y-intercept: 1; r-intercepts: -0.3, -3.7

d) y-interceptl -8; r-intercepts: -1.2, -6.8

30. a) y = (x + 2)2 - 3, vertex (-2, -3), x = -2,
(0, 1), (-5, 6)

b) y = -(n - rz * 5,vertex(3, 5),r = 3, (0, -4),(6, -4)

31. a) (4, -9) b) (-3,32)

.l /-s, -*\ a; /r to\

\ ,/ F,T/
32. a) y:5x(x - 4) + 13; b) Y: -r(r * 6) - 8;

(0, 13) and (4, 13); (0, -8) and (-6, -8);
r = 2; vertex Q, -7) x : -3;vertex (-3, 1)

i='-i2 '6 -'B

t, -o (n-

33. a) y :2.1i - 4.4x + 3 b) y: 4.78 + 4.3x - ll.7

34. a) 3 s b) Yes,thema-ximumheightis 11.25 m.

35. Product= a x (18 - n),sop : -nz + l8z.Find
the maximum value of the parabola firnctionp = -(n - 9)2

+ 81. The vertex of the parabola is (9, 81). The function

reaches a maximum of 8l when n:9.7f n:9,
then 18 ' n : 9 and the two numbers are 9 and 9 .

Chapter 5

36. Graph the related functiony : i - 5r + 6. The

.r-intercepts, 3 and 2, are the real roots ofthe equation.

37.3,-2

38. -7, I

39. TrVm
-t +t/ifi

a0. _.=i:
. I 53

41. a) 3,1 b) -;,;
c) -7*t/n d j*

42. a) 0.26,1.30 b) *1.61,3.11

43.a)#*2x=0 b) 3*-4x-4:0
44. 12 cm

45. 7.+3 cm, 9.43 cm

Chapter 6

46. a\ LA,: 55'and is common to both;

I-ABC = LAXY = 80"; (parallel lines);

ZACB = LLYX = 45' (sum of angles is 180')

b) AC : 16 cm and AY : 24 cm;

BC : ## x 55o = 13 cm,ffi : + 
: # : +,

XY-: 20 cm;

Au : ## X sin45o + ll cm,* : 3 
: # : +,

AX: 17 cm

, AC 2 area AABC 22 +

"l aY - J"t "r".lexY 
- l2 - s

47. a\ LF.:60", LM: 30", ZN: 60o,

m = 29.2fur', r = 32.3 km, q = 22.0fuil

b) LC : g4", LF : 84", LH : 63",b : 3'5 m,g : 1.4m

48. a) ZC : 58o, AB = 12.0 cm, BC : 7.6 cm

b) ZK = 63o,KJ- = 7.8 cm, LL = 53"

c) zP: 53.3", LQ = 90.6o, ZR = 36.1'

d) LZ : 51", x = 27.3 mm, ! : 17.2 mm

e) j :2l.6lan, zK: 48.1', LL: 57'9"

49. 33.3 m

50. l5i m
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